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Why Microgrids?
• Our communities need power resiliency
under all circumstances
• The increasing intensity of natural disasters
worldwide
• Operational emergency services must
function even when the utility grid doesn’t
• Increased focus on optimizing generation
and loads to improve energy efficiency and
reduce costs
• Centralized control is inherently non-secure
and vulnerable to physical and cyber attacks
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Challenges Facing Microgrid Growth
• Complex systems with many parts
• Mismatch: Users want reliable power, but don’t
want to build and own their microgrids
• Component vendors don’t have a microgrid
mentality (yet)
• No established vendor of integrated systems
• Utilities selling fewer kWh can cause conflict
• Legal hurdles including moving locally
generated power across property lines
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The Need for Resiliency
•
•

Power outages on
the rise
Energy Sector Cyber
Incidents Escalating

2013 ICS-CERT Incidents by Sector
Critical Manufacturing
20%
Water 5%

Energy
59%

20?? Number of Power Outages
Note: Voluntarily reported cyber incidents targeting national
critical infrastructure
Source: ICS-CERT Monitor, October-December 2013

Note: *NERC equivalent data estimated based on trends seen in the Eaton Blackout tracker for number
of outages affecting over 50,000 people.
Source: NERC, Eaton Blackout Tracker, Goldman Sachs Research estimates.
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The Future of Microgrid Controls Design
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The Key to Success – Distributed Controls
Characteristics
–
–
–
–

“Smart” distributed agents
Rapid automatic reconfiguration
Self-healing nodes
Best in class cyber security

Advantages
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Redundancy (No Single Point of Failure)
Automatic configuration/reconfiguration
Controllers adapt to resource behavior
Controllers can operate in isolation
Component vendor-agnostic
Rapid technology adaptation
Supports existing & planned infrastructure
True energy security
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IPERC GridMaster® Intelligent Power Controller
•

A “community” of IPC’s deployed in a
distributed architecture

•

Proprietary microgrid control unit

•

Autonomous, scalable and selfconfiguring (self-healing)

•

Designed and tested for extreme
conditions

•

Includes:
–
–
–
–

•

Single-board computer
Component interfaces
Communication interfaces
Hosted software

Industry leading form factor
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Cyber Security: Defense in Depth
•

Cyber security is a constantly moving target with no fixed solutions, only robust
processes for implementing deep, multi-layered, evolving defenses

•

Baseline concept: Assume that firewalls and intrusion detection are defeated

•
•

The control system must function even with attackers inside

Applicable frameworks:
•

NIST 800-82, Guide to Industrial Control System
Security

•

NIST 800-53, Risk Management Framework;
App I Security Controls, Enhancements, and
Supplemental Guidance

•

DoDI 8500.2, DoD IA Certification and
Accreditation Process

•

CNSSI 1253 App I, ICS Security Overlay
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SPIDERS Case History
SPIDERS I – Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam
– 2.4MW microgrid - wastewater treatment plant
– Integrated solar PV
– Cyber security
SPIDERS II – Fort Carson, CO
– 5.4MW microgrid around mission-critical base
command centers
– Integrated 2MW solar PV and bi-directional EVs
– Cyber security
SPIDERS III – Camp Smith, Oahu, HI
– 5MW microgrid encompassing entire Navy Pacific
Command base; Multi-load and generation
– Integrates energy storage & utility-driven economics
– Cyber security
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Conclusions
• Communities requiring rapid response & automatic optimization
• Redundancy increases resiliency; Self-healing mitigates contingencies
• Optimizing energy sharing saves cost and improves efficiency (when grid
connected & islanded)
• A distributed architecture provides the highest degree of scalability and
flexibility for existing & planned infrastructure
• Controls technology must support multiple generation types
• Communication is key: Fiber, ethernet, wireless, PLC, etc.
• Cyber security: Investment in critical infrastructure? Why not secure it?
• The value add of backup generation is measured in risk mitigation
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